Semester 1, CORS Module Registration Flowchart

ROUND 0
- Lecture, Tutorial, & Exam Schedule, Pre-requisite and Preclusion checks.
- Major, Minor, Stream, Area of concentration declaration.
- Module Selection.
- PLACE ADVANCE BIDS.

ROUND 1A
- Bid for major modules.
  - Use P-acct.
- Drop modules with refunds policy applied?

ROUND 1B
- Bid for major modules.
  - Use P-acct.
- Drop modules with refunds policy applied.

ROUND 2A & 2B
- All modules are available for bidding now.
  - Use the appropriate accts.
- Bid for GEM, SS and Breadth modules.
  - Use G-acct.
- Bid for USP Course-Based Advanced modules from this round onwards.
  - Use P-acct.
- Drop modules with refunds policy applied.

ROUND 3A Onwards: Daily Bidding & Allocation
- STUDENTS CAN ACCELERATE.
  - Bid for faculty, major, ULR, UE, CFM modules.
  - Use the appropriate accts.
- Drop modules with refunds policy applied.

Allocated All Modules?
- Yes

Allocated All Modules?
- No

REMINDERS
- Students are required to check the lecture, tutorial and exam schedules before bidding for modules.
- Students should ensure that they fulfil all the necessary pre-requisite and preclusions for the modules they selected.
- Students can accelerate from ROUND 3A.
- From Round 1A, advanced bids are not accepted for the next immediate round once a current round is closed but advanced bids can only be placed for subsequent rounds.
- Decide on the bid amount based on the information available.
- Allocation will take place once the system closes.
- Students will be notified of bidding results (successful or not) via email.

PROCEED TO TUTORIAL REGISTRATION.
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